PLACE FURROW WHERE POSSIBLE TOWARD CURB FOR WATER TO DRAIN OFF

\[ \frac{3}{4} \text{"FURROW} \]

\[ \frac{3}{4} \text{"EXPANSION MATERIAL AROUND BASE} \]

SEE BC 655.01

\[ \#4 \text{TIE @ 12"} \]

8 - \#7 BARS

SECTION A-A

REINFORCING:
7" BASE MUST HAVE 8 - \#7 BAR AND 8 - \#4 TIES AT 12" C/C
9" BASE MUST HAVE 8 - \#7 BAR AND 10 - \#4 TIES AT 12" C/C

FORM AND FINISH WITH STEEL TROWEL

7'-0" LEVEL GRADE (SEE NOTE)
9'-3" ON SLOPE

NOTE:
7" BASE FOR MAST ARMS UP TO 15"
9" BASE FOR MAST ARMS 15" AND LONGER

NOTE:
POLE TO BE 2'-6" BACK FROM FACE OF CURB UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

"A" BOLT SPACING "B" BOLT CIRCLE DIAMETER

BUILT IN BALLAST 7'-3/4" 11"
REMOTE BALLAST 10 5/8" 15"

1" - BOLT 40" - LONG

\[ \frac{3}{4} \text{"COPPER GROUND ROD 10'-6" LONG} \]

CONCRETE MIX NO. 3